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Pallets, plastics, corrugate, metal, glass. Acute shortages, rising

prices and delayed deliveries are wreaking havoc across supply

chains. This research offers chief procurement officers a range of

tactics that peers have employed to mitigate the challenges of

packaging shortages.

Overview

Key Findings

Recommendations

Chief procurement officers (CPOs) navigating rising packaging costs and delayed

deliveries due to supply constraints:

Incomplete and inconsistent packaging specifications prevent organizations from

moving fast and identifying actionable workflows to mitigate supply shortages.

■

Constrained packaging supply from raw materials to converted packaging is

preventing manufacturers from maintaining costs and assuring service levels across

their product and packaging portfolios.

■

Instability in raw material inputs is creating volatility in suppliers’ production

schedules that grows in impact through each level of the supply chain.

■

Optimize packaging procurement strategies by centralizing and mining packaging

specifications.

■

Become a customer of choice and reduce risks of packaging shortages by

collaborating with existing and potential new suppliers.

■

Identify risks and opportunities within the packaging portfolio by segmenting

packaging by material and function.

■
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Introduction
Whether it’s unpredictable price increases or severe supply constraints, supply chains are

being battered by supply instability for packaging materials — from pallets to primary

packaging. With an increasing global disruption, it’s unclear when or if these constraints

will subside. Industry trends, including increased focus on the use of plastics,

commitments to recycled content and the demands for e-commerce and direct-to-

consumer (D2C) packaging formats, will continue to put pressure on packaging

commodities.

CPOs should adopt new tactics when working externally with suppliers and internally with

cross-functional teams to drive greater resilience and to manage rising costs of consumer

and transport packaging. These tactics should be used when approaching internal teams

such as brand management and R&D, as well as when identifying and qualifying new

suppliers.

Procurement of packaging is complex, in part because primary, secondary, tertiary and

transport packaging (pallets, for example) come from different suppliers, but all need to

work in concert to fulfill production and delivery requirements. To further complicate

matters, there has been a lack of technical investments in packaging, such as SaaS

solutions for specifications and tools to collaborate seamlessly across the supply chain.

The widespread nature of today’s supply constraints limits the effectiveness of any

individual action to offset the impact of packaging supply instability. CPOs can use this

research as a starting point to stimulate idea generation for tactics that could be

employed to help offset the impact of packaging supply instability, while strengthening

their ability to optimize procurement of packaging long term.

The tactics below (see Figure 1) span functions beyond procurement, and in most cases

branch across multiple functions. However, procurement with cross-functional support is

best-suited to lead these activities in light of the current packaging supply shortages.
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Figure 1: Tactics for Reducing Impact of Packaging Supply Constraints

Analysis

Optimize Packaging Procurement Strategies by Centralizing and Mining
Packaging Specifications

Traditional practices for managing packaging specifications and purchase orders with

suppliers leave organizations lacking the agility to adapt in this time of supply

constraints. Packaging specifications are traditionally linked to a SKU or bill of materials

(BOM). With that, specification management practices lack the ability to seamlessly

provide visibility of a packaging material or format in aggregate, across multiple SKUs.

Centralize and mine packaging specifications to drive specification convergence that

enables optimization of the supply strategy (see Figure 2).

Ultimately, procurement teams need to build a packaging supply ecosystem, but in order

to do that, they must first obtain full transparency to packaging specifications across the

enterprise. Many organizations still leave ownership of packaging specifications to their

suppliers, and we have found in our research there is limited adoption of state-of-the-art

SaaS packaging specification applications (see Market Guide for Packaging and Product

Specification Content Management).
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With or without the latest SaaS applications, to build the needed visibility, procurement

teams must engage packaging R&D, and in some cases their suppliers, to capture

baseline spec-level detail in order to drive spec convergence. By “baseline detail,” we mean

going beyond physical or finished packaging characteristics (such as dimensions, barrier

properties and appearance attributes) to how the packaging is made — raw materials,

composition, coatings and adhesives. The data gathering enables procurement functions

to achieve the following:

Figure 2: Specification Convergence Cycle

Harmonize functionally similar materials and packaging formats■

Eliminate a potentially long tail of packaging specifications through spec

convergence

■

Enable flexibility of fulfillment from existing suppliers■

Fluidly move production between suppliers■

Quickly identify alternative suppliers■
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Packaging specification convergence, or the merging of seemingly disparate items, into

congruous entities enables procurement teams to be proactive in the planning and

acquisition of packaging. It’s a leading initiative to improve the cost of packaging and

provides leverage in negotiations. It is also a key tool to enable agility in securing orders in

times of limited supply. Use the packaging specification convergence model to overcome

historical challenges in executing the following procurement practices:

A longer-term strategy that relies heavily on baseline specification data is the practice of

negotiating and procuring base materials, such as plastic resins, on behalf of packaging

converters. Visibility to the types and quantities of base materials consumed across an

organization can enable negotiations and sourcing agreements upstream in the

packaging supply chain.

Collaborate With Suppliers to Ensure Allocation of Constrained Packaging
Resources

Packaging suppliers are maxing out their capacity, either from demand or due to

availability of raw materials, and they are now in a position to select which customers and

orders they chose to fulfill. Collaborate with suppliers to reduce the complexity of

specifications, graphics, ordering patterns and payment terms (see Figure 3). Easing

friction and enabling efficiency can impact a supplier’s willingness or ability to fulfill

packaging orders.

Consolidating material orders across business units. Many packaging orders pull

from the same base materials, such as corrugated board, flexible film and core

plastic resins. For businesses where packaging orders are managed independently

across business units, a unified view of core specifications will drive purchasing

leverage.

■

Prebuying packaging components with the longest lead times. Spec convergence

enables partnering with suppliers to identify components with extended lead times

or high supply uncertainty.

■

Commitment to future purchases. The financial impact of unfulfilled demand can

outweigh the potential of new revenue for packaging converters. Converging

specifications around common materials or formats can enable greater confidence

in leaning out on purchasing commitments.

■
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Figure 3: Building Blocks to Drive Supplier Collaboration

CPOs should adopt these four approaches to drive supplier collaboration and mitigate

allocation risks:

Collaborate with suppliers on component or material substitutions. Suppliers have

been conditioned to deliver packaging as prescribed by the letter of the agreed to

specification or face penalties. Discuss with your suppliers, and with internal

functions responsible for manufacturing and product quality (packaging R&D,

quality, production, etc.), any materials or components that could be used to support

demand and increase supply availability.

■

Expedite qualification of alternative supplier production lines or facilities. Work

with your current suppliers to identify other production lines or locations where your

materials could be manufactured to increase capacity in the short term. Assure

alignment with R&D and manufacturing, and incorporate a qualification plan as

packaging of the “same” specification can have different properties when produced

at alternative locations.

■

Streamline supplier onboarding. Work with your quality and engineering team to

considerably shorten or optimize the supplier onboarding process so that alternative

suppliers can be onboarded faster and relieve demand shortages. Scheduling trials

within production is often a cause of qualification delays. Shelf life testing is

another process that often delays final qualification. Work with R&D teams to assess

risk and determine where acceptable substitutions can be fast-tracked.

■
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Segment Packaging to Identify Opportunities and Risks

Procurement of packaging is traditionally executed at the SKU or manufacturing BOM

level. In standard times, this is effective in matching needed packaging components to

production schedules, but it also results in a myopic view of packaging supply needs

across complex portfolios. Use packaging segmentation to gain a strategic view of

packaging procurement needs (see Figure 4). This practice will break down data silos

providing sourcing leaders the enhanced ability to identify opportunities and risks.

Figure 4: Segment Packaging by Function and Material Type

Function is traditionally classified in relation to containment:

Incentivize suppliers. Suppliers with limited capacity will prioritize customers with

the most favorable commercial conditions. Consider implementing a supply chain

finance program such as reverse factoring or dynamic discounting to offer suppliers

faster payment. Faster payments to suppliers can also improve liquidity that can be

used to accelerate capacity expansions if needed.

■

Primary packaging contains the product and is often branded with graphics or

labeled. (Consumer-focused)

■
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Each Level of Packaging Has Its Own Set of Risks, and These Need to Be Factored Into
Strategies to Mitigate Supply Shortages

Primary Packaging

Primary packaging is in direct contact with the product and has the most consumer

engagement; it carries a unique set of risks that can result in longer lead times or

increased upfront effort to qualify alternative materials or suppliers. Compatibility of the

product and the primary packaging must be assured to maintain product quality. Some

aspects are regulated, such as with food/product contact, and require certification of

compliance from suppliers. Barrier properties of primary packaging are critical in assuring

product quality and shelf life. Primary packaging can consist of multiple components, all

of which need to be compatible — labels, closures, dispensers and so forth. And finally,

primary packaging is usually printed. A key hurdle to quickly switching suppliers is

producing and approving graphics.

To mitigate risks on primary packaging:

Secondary Packaging

Secondary packaging contains or unitizes the primary packaging. It often takes the

form of cartons for shelf presence, trays and shrink-wrap for bundling multiple

primary packs. (Consumer/retailer-focused)

■

Tertiary packaging protects and contains secondary packaging during transport.

(B2B/transport-focused)

■

Transport packaging consists of components used for protective transportation and

distribution of bulk quantities, such as pallets, crates, drums and stretch wrap.

■

Assure that potential suppliers have submitted food/product contact certifications in

advance.

■

Align with product development or product quality on the needs for shelf life testing.

Lean in on qualification of potential suppliers and alternative materials prior to need.

■

Where primary packaging has multiple components, assure compatibility and

approve these components early in a qualification cycle.

■

Make sure that the organization possesses the latest approved artwork files, and

that these are not the property of the packaging suppliers.

■
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Secondary packaging, such as cartons and shrink film, is less complex and thus less risky

but still has challenges to address. The graphics for secondary packaging are often

aligned with the primary pack, so there is a need to match graphics — color, content and

quality. Secondary packaging, like primary, is often manufacturing-equipment-intensive,

so there needs to be assurance that the packaging is qualified to run on automated

production lines.

To mitigate risks on secondary packaging:

Tertiary and Transport Packaging

Tertiary and transport packaging have more flexibility, are often standardized, and in

many instances are part of manual operations or run on equipment at much slower

speeds than primary or secondary packaging. Often direct surface printing can be

substituted with labeling operations. A key risk with corrugated cases is the shorter lead

times required as they are hydroscopic and require conditioned storage to maintain

performance over long periods of storage.

To mitigate risks on tertiary and transport packaging:

Evidence
The base research was developed through more than 40 client calls with equipment

manufacturers between 4Q20 and 2Q21. The packaging practices were developed

through over a dozen client calls and industry interviews with packaging sourcing and

procurement leads and through packaging vendor interviews in 2H21.

Drive the qualification of alternative materials, such as film grades and carton

thicknesses, ahead of need.

■

Lean in on qualifying print plates for secondary packaging as it is often less

complex than primary packaging (flexo versus rotogravure).

■

Align on a range of corrugated board grades that will assure product protection but

not overly limit the allowable specification for fulfillment.

■

Lean in on standard pallets when available as they are universal in size and spec by

region.

■

Investigate corrugated pallets for nonstandard sizes. These have proven to be

functional and lower cost than wood and can be recycled with corrugated boxes.

■
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